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Though fiber to the home in multi-
ple-dwelling-unit (MDU) build-
ings is still not a mainstream tech-

nology in the U.S. market, the industry 
has been deploying it for a number of 
years. After a decade of experience, man-
ufacturers and providers are developing 
a better understanding of how to build 
fiber in MDUs. One thing is for certain: 
Unlike single-family units, MDUs can’t 
be lumped into a single category. They’re 
like fingerprints – each one is unique. 
As a result,  several considerations must 
be addressed before deciding which ar-
chitecture and products to use when de-
ploying fiber to MDUs.

Just like MDUs, some new FTTH 
technologies are unique. Manufactur-
ers in each segment of the MDU mar-
ket have changed the economics of de-
ploying fiber. Many providers that built 
FTTH networks found that the biggest 
cost factor was labor. No matter which 
architecture is chosen, labor is roughly 
70 percent of the cost of building an 
FTTH network. The key to reducing 
labor cost is to improve the ease with 
which FTTH products are installed. 

Fiber To The WhaT? 
How deep should fiber be driven into a 
network? This can be a tough decision, 
and it depends on the answers to such 
questions as “What’s the projected take 
rate?” “What network infrastructure is 
currently in place?” “What services will 
be offered, and what medium is needed 
to deliver them?” and “How fast a data 
connection will be offered?” 

Reducing the Cost  
Of MDU Fiber Deployment
Service providers that build broadband infrastructure in MDUs must decide 
how far to push fiber into the network. Each architecture has its pros and 
cons, and each has its own fiber management issues to consider.
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A  building’s age, size and structure affect the choice 
of  design. What is efficient for a four-unit MDU may 

not be the best choice for a 400-unit complex.

Answers to all these questions, as well 
as the cost of labor, should determine 
the type of architecture and the prod-
ucts chosen. Another factor commonly 
overlooked is how a property owner or 
homeowners association will react to a 
large-scale fiber build. An owner may 
not accept an invasive process and may 
require a less intrusive technology. 

Whatever is decided, try not to make 
the decision on the basis of capex versus 
opex. Both factors must be weighed to 
determine the best solution. Deployers 
who try to avoid capex at all costs find 
themselves in “pay-me-now-or-pay-me-
later” situations.

Each project requires a staff of plan-
ners, engineers, field crews, construction 
workers and installation techs who are 
knowledgeable about the entire build 
and the services to be offered. Only if 
staff members fully understand the con-
dition and age of the existing media, 
the services to be offered and the tech-

nologies for delivering these services can 
they answer the question, “Should we 
drive fiber all the way to the unit?” 

Choosing a TeChniCal  
arChiTeCTure 
Because each MDU has its own nu-
ances, networks may differ widely. A 
building’s age, size and structure all af-
fect the choice of design. What is effi-
cient for a four-unit MDU may not be 
the best choice for a 400-unit complex. 
Surprisingly, larger MDUs tend to be 
easier to design and build than smaller 
ones. That’s because larger buildings 
typically have pathways built into the 
structure for utilities, but smaller build-
ings don’t. 

If you are lucky enough to find that 
conduit has already been run in a build-
ing, take additional steps to determine 
its condition and find out whether space 
is available for additional cables.
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Fiber To The Complex
Three basic architectures are available, 
each of which requires a different set of 
products to support it. 

The first is commonly known as fiber 
to the curb – or, in the case of MDUs, fi-
ber to the complex. In this architecture, 
fiber is terminated at active electronics 
placed centrally in the development, and 
existing twisted-pair copper or coax ca-
bles are used for the last 3,000 feet. 

Pros: 

1 Capital investment is minimized by 
using existing copper plant.

2 Customers are happy because there 
is no intrusion into their premises.

3 The central location of the electron-
ics in the development allows more 
flexibility on take rates. You can de-
ploy only what you need.

Cons:

1 Bandwidth drops sharply with dis-
tance over copper cables.

2 Electronics cabinets have easement 
and powering issues, and making 
them aesthetically pleasing enough 
to keep a homeowners association 
happy is not easy. 

3 Maintenance costs for copper plant 
are higher than for fiber because 
copper is affected by the elements. 
Copper cable conditioning results in 
high opex.

Microtrenching and placement of 
microduct through the trench to the 

active gear is a cost-effective, quick and 
relatively nonintrusive way to deliver  
fiber to the complex. 

Fiber To The building or Floor
The second type of architecture is fiber 
to the building or fiber to the floor. 
In this scenario, active electronics are 
pushed closer to customers, reducing the 
length of the copper loops. Typical loop 
lengths are between 150 and 300 feet. 

Pros: 

1 Installation time is low. All an in-
staller needs to do is run a jumper or 
coax to the demarcation point, where 
it will interface with the existing coax 
or twisted-pair wiring infrastructure. 

2 Just as with FTTC, there is little or 
no intrusion into customer premises.

Cons:

1 Once again, the bandwidth limita-
tion of copper comes into play with 
this architecture. 

2 Just as with FTTC, copper cable 
conditioning or replacement will re-
sult in higher opex.

3 Power requirements for the MDU 
ONT will pose a challenge. Will 
the ONT be house powered or un-
metered? Who will pay for it? How 
much wall space is available for this 
equipment? Can it be placed close to 
existing demarcation points? Once 
again, aesthetics becomes an issue. 
Homeowners associations have to 
approve all these decisions. 

4 Take rates need to be high. Placing 
a 12-unit MDU ONT in a building 
and getting only three or four sub-
scribers could keep a deployer from 
seeing any return on investment for 
a long time.

Fiber management and protection are 
key to a successful fiber-to-the-floor de-
ployment, and equipment must be scal-
able to be cost-effective for this type of 
deployment. A microduct solution with 
pushable fiber can deliver fiber to the ac-
tive gear on each floor, with or without 
available conduit. Fiber management 
within a building or on a floor should 
be housed in a wall or in rack-mounted 
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patch panels, which offer the flexibility 
to choose any type of termination.

Fiber To The uniT
The third architecture is fiber to the liv-
ing unit, in which  fiber is driven into 
customers’ living spaces. With this sce-
nario, copper’s bandwidth limitations 
are no longer an issue. This is the only 
way to make sure a network can handle 
current and future customer demand.

Pros:

1 The network is future proof. Once 
you build it, you’re done.

2 Lower-cost single-family-unit ONTs 
can be used, and they don’t need to 
be installed until customers order 
service. This makes the success of 
a deployment less dependent upon 
take rates. In addition, power is 
readily available in living units.

3 The high reliability of the fiber net-
work saves opex in the future. Be-
cause fiber isn’t affected by the ele-
ments or by electrical induction, it’s 
more robust than copper. 

Cons:

1 Higher capex is required to install 
fiber all the way into the unit.

2 Right-of-entry agreements are some-
times harder to negotiate because the 
installation process is intrusive.

3 Deployments may be disruptive to 
customers because fiber is run all the 
way into living units.

Pushable fiber pushed through mi-
croduct can deliver as many fibers as 
desired to wall-mounted distribution ter-
minals on each floor. The microduct can 
then continue to a test access point out-
side each living unit, where the fiber drop 
can be spliced to a pigtail or terminated 
with a splice-on connector. Some manu-
facturers, including Clearfield, provide 
the option of a preterminated fiber drop 
that is pushed or pulled through the mi-
croduct directly to the living space, sav-
ing all in-building splicing costs. Once 
the drop is installed, simply snap the 
connector housing onto the end and plug 
it in. It’s that easy.

In summary, ask yourself these basic 
questions:

• How deep into my network do I 
want to drive fiber, and what is the 
cost associated with each option?

• Do I want to future proof my network 
or use existing coax and twisted-pair 
cabling as temporary fixes?

• How much capex do I have available 
to spend? 

• How much opex will I incur for each 
dollar of capex I avoid? 

puTTing iT To The TesT
Oklahoma-based BTC Broadband 
knows firsthand the challenges of de-
livering broadband services in an MDU 
environment. Recently, BTC completed 
a build that brought broadband capabil-
ities to 248 units in 11 residential build-
ings and a clubhouse. In light of obvious 
copper bandwidth limitations, fiber was 
BTC’s choice. In addition, the company 
believed a fiber-to-the-unit solution pro-
vided a future-proof path with unlim-
ited bandwidth. 

BTC also recognized that, in addi-
tion to guaranteeing sufficient band-
width, a fiber-to-the-unit design would 
avoid problematic VDSL issues – for ex-
ample, far-end crosstalk, common DC 
faults and other exterior disturbers. 

A key element of the fiber-to-the-
unit design was the use of microduct 
and pushable fiber within it. “The poly 
conduit install was easier and less time-
consuming than any traditional Cat 5 
solution I’ve been involved in,” reports 
Justin Jones of BTC. “We were forced 
with small windows of time to com-
plete the prewire stages during the con-
struction of each MDU. This method 
also was much more resilient to on-site 
hazards posed by other contractors and 
construction processes.”

Jones reports that the installation 
procedures were straightforward. Dur-
ing installs, a technician simply placed 
a bulk reel of pushable fiber outside near 
the splice enclosure and pushed the fi-
ber into the appropriate conduit. At the 
exterior enclosure, the product was tran-
sitioned to a buried distribution fiber, 
which was piped back to the company’s 
fiber distribution terminal.

In addition, because the path from 
each living unit to the exterior is con-
cealed in the walls and no future access 
will be granted, the microduct design 
provides more flexibility to maintain the 
path moving forward. “In this increas-
ingly competitive market, the microduct 
and pushable fiber solution ensures our 
ability to provide services to each unit 
for years to come,” Jones concludes. v

Microduct with pushable fiber makes it easy to 
deliver fiber close to the customer premises.


